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1. 
The Construction of a Graded ~cale of Rectangles. 
Introduction 
The phenomenally rapid growth of interest in educational mee.sure-
ments, tests and scales is due largely to the fact that they have proved 
their effi ca.cy. The methods of measuring are by no means perfected, nor 
the conclusions to be drawn from them inf&lible, but their use and 
development are indispensable to the growth of scientific education. 
ll the major subjects are now provided with definite standardized 
scales compiled from tests, by which the achievement of classes or individ-
uals Cil83 be rated in comparison with hundreds of others of similar grade. 
The method is spreading into all educational fields and scientific means 
of measuring results - achievements - are being sought for all subjects 
from the most simple to the most complex. 
lt should be definitely understood that · tests and scales are not 
teaching devices. They are instruments for measuring the amount of accom-
plishment of an individual, in terms of a common unit derived froo actual 
experiment - not theory. Measurement a lone has little value, unless fo 1-
lo md by remedial !Jrocesses. 1fuen once the diagnosis has been made the 
skillful teacher will be ready to im!Jrove the situation if necessary, and 
in all cases to stimulate progress. 
The correct interpretation of the results of a test is in itself 
a.n art. 1he experienced examiner will not only identify actual errors but 
will be able to read bet 11een the lirles to discover the cause o"f errors, 
whether they be occasioned. by faulty teaching, ls.c :-c of drill, limi tatioa; 
of the pupil , or, in the case of a motor subj act, by insufficient skill in 
ex1Jressing manually wmt the mind has already acquired. 
uch interpretation js the only true basis for determining the 
teaching devices to be used Without it the teachingmay proceed along 
lines which do not reach the true difficulty. and, in spite of much labor 
and expeniiture of time, results may be no better than before. As for 
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the devices and methods essential to the efficient teaching of working 
drawings, they are wholly without the vrov inca of this 1-'~ er, and no attempt 
will be made to describe them. 
Uniformity of standard by no means implies uniformity of result. 
It simply means that there should be a common measuring-rod, a common 
nomenclature, and to some extent, a common goal. 
The so-called motor-subjects include hand- writing, drawing, both 
free-hand and mechanical, and the use r:£ tools for the development of skills. 
For the measurement of these subjects, hand-writing haS received a far 
rrreater a100unt of attention than aey of the ot:t:ers. Thorndike in 1910 
brought out .the first hand-writing scale. 'l"his was based on beauty, legi-
bility, and general merit. Leonard ~res s oon followed ~vitb' his scale in 
which ease of reading was considered of prime im,portance. · laey s imi lar 
scales are now on the market, including the Boston scale compiled by the 
Di rector o f e nman s hip • This gradient in no small degree inspi.red the 
construction of the scales here a ,pended . 
few scales for the measurement of free- band drawing have been 
published but they have failed to attract the wide- spread attention accorded 
to purely academic subjects, or even to ham.-writing. The creative prin-
ciple in art is difficult to measure, and thus far the atte/!!)t has been 
made only with the imitative and somewhat mechanical elements. Yet Thorn-
dike reminds us that aeything which exists at all exists in some quantity 
and that theoretically at least. this quantity can by measured. A scientific 
''~cale to :Leasure the bility to Judge Poetry'' has already been devised and 
used with no little success. T 1e subtler elements of free-hat•d drawing 
but await the master genius who will harness them to the confines of 
definite standardized measures. 
3. 
echanical drawing - plans froo which to WJrk - is of a different 
nature. It has definite rules, it is circumscribed by conventions, it 
conforms to measured and mechanical requirements, and is based on geometric 
forms 'rhe chief difficulty in measuring a mechanical dra·ling consists 
in the complexity of the canpound hich the mingling of ma.ny different 
elements 1-'roducea. These may be measured separately and compared 'lith each 
other, but to dete:rmine, in the last analyiis, hich element shall offset or 
outweigh another is a fine oint in discrimination. 
I. 1eed of cientific ticale. 
In the fourth and fifth grades of Boston Public Scmols, a part 
of the hand work consists of simple working drawings. The rectangle am 
the circle are fundamental in the construction of plane figur es and develop-
ments . To lay out and dimension these sha~es is a part of the training in 
knowledge and the skillful use of tools • 
The making of a working drawing enta il s two factors: 
a . Knowledge 
b . ::ikill 
ihe technique of the subject must be understood before it can be appliEd . 
This must be properly explained and illustrated by the teacher with time for 
correction and drill. u~ervised work - not dictated - is necessary at first, 
but a pupil ' s knowledge is satisfactory only 1hen he can execute correctly 
without assistance or suggestion. knowledge of what is to be done is 
logically followed by drill in doing it. uality of line, neatness, precision, 
and accuracy are the results of skillful practice and are obtained only by 
growth and development. The· c rude product of a beginner ma:y sho r~ to the dis -
4. 
cerning that he has a knowledge of the ''goals'' while yet lacking the skill 
to reach them. 
It was at this point that the standards of requirement, as well 
as the standards of achievement varied - and still do - greatly. Some 
teachers were satisfied with first results, others drilled and corrected 
ad infinitum. ~omewhere between the two extremes lies the amount of excel-
lance it is reasonable to expect of a boy in the fourth or fifth grade, and 
to discover that a!IIOunt was the object of this study. Vfhe.o once the dis-
covery was made and presented in ta~ib le form, it seemed reasonable to ex-
pect that the result would be an improvement on the part of the lax, and 
less strain on the more particular. 
II . Preliminary Experiments. 
ith these objectives- in view it was decided to undertake the 
con.struction of a graded soale which should be used throughout the city 
as a standard for rating pupils ' work. After some deliberation the 
Rectangle was chosen, because it is simple and fundamental, ani incluies 
sane technicalities not present in the Circle which are the basis of both 
elementary and advanced work, thereby making it more genera 1 in its q;> plica-
t ion. 
Since the working drawi'ng of the Rectangle contains many elements 
common to other drawings, such as neatness, quality of line, figures, arro~ 
heads, extension and. dimension lines , it is feasible to use the rectangle 
scale itself as a standard for rating other forms. This may be done by 
having the drawings to be rated compared with the Recta.t€le ' cale, and men 
it has been decided which step is most c l ose}¥ approximated, have the 
drawings rated accordingly. 
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The idea of making a standardized scale for the city was intro-
duced gradually- in fact it was the result of growth on the part of both 
supervisor and teachers. Originally the teachers were requested to at-
tem,Pt a gradient from the products of one class, or better yet to pool 
the roducts of several classes and thereby secure greater variety from 
which to cmose. Some of too difficulties with this .f!rocess were: 
a. Variation in local sta.lliards 
b. Limited number of samples 
c. Difficulty in securing samples to fit the several steps of 
the scale, with approximately equal differences between each 
pa.i. r. 
d. imi ted range of knowledge coneer ning other classes. 
e. Hesitancy to display poor work. 
The first half-year the scales were few and most of them showed 
too little gradation, or, in other words, the lcwar steps of the scale were 
too good. With even limited experience and a growing comprehension of 
the aim, the idea spread, although there still remained a minority who 
sincerely believed it was "uneducat ional to displ~ any work but the best". 
III. The Large Experiment. 
In ' petember, 1923, the scheme was .!:Jresen ted to the teachers of 
constructing a seale on the same scientific principles that are used by the 
leading ex_t~erimenters in educational measurements. The problem in its 
details was new to all of us whose experience in testing a.r:rl evaluating 
had been large :cy along well-marked paths. That the teachers undertook the 
task so cheerfully and so efficiently S.lJeakS volumes for their loyalty to 
the cause of education and to those aJpointed to direct their work. 
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Each teacher was instructed to stress the problem of constructi. ng 
and dimensioning a rectangle, with suitable tests and drills. On Uovem-
ber 15 there was to be sent to the central office from each class, a set 
of pafers unsupervised and uncorrected. 
wing to the inexperience of all concerned there were some mis-
understandings as to the method and to subject. A few tested the class 
before teaching, and s cme used a shape other than the rectangle. It was 
not possible to have the tests given by a small group of individuals there-
by securing greater unifromity of method, but it was necessary to accept 
the teacher's statement that she had followed directions. 
The hundreds of papers sent in were carefully ins ectad and 
each set ~s either accepted as a whole or al. together eliminated. The 
reasons for elimination were as follows: 
1. 'hapes other than rectangle 
2. Evident lack of knowledge on part of teacher as to 
correctness 
3. Late arrivals. 
From these products sets were chosen to the number of 2453 papers, 
representing 125 teachers from 40 districts In selecting sa.rq:>le s for the 
basis of a graded scale which shall adequate~ represent the actual range 
of llUpils' achievement there should be a large number from which to make 
the first selection. '.rhe products which form the subject of this study are 
included in the curriculum for about 10,000 boys. An average ratio of one 
paper to four !JUpils is assumed to cover properly the range of the _part ici-
pants' attainments. .ie had practically one-fourth of ten thousand 1-apers 
and were ready to commence the process of rating. 
gJ.ide. 
here were no scales of similar units to serve as precedent or 
The best that could be done was to select a method of procedure, 
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regardless of the material rated, and on this basis adapt the processes to 
our roblem. 
From several that might have served the purpose the monograph of 
iss .L{atherine lilurdock, called " he Ieasurement of Certain Eleroonts of Hand-
ewing" was selected as being best adapted to our needs. Miss Iurd.ock's 
problem ms essentially different from ours - more types were measured -
in fact her ewing cale is five scales in one. But her methods, patterned 
after Thorndike, were adopted and some of her analytic judgments were in-
corporated into the study. 
In making her scale iss •urdock chose as wide a range of partici-
pants as possible thus including adults exl-8rt in .i1and-sewing, scaling down-
ward to the feeble-minded in institutions. he "subjects" woo demonstrated 
their ability to draw rectangles were all small boys probably ranging from 
7 to 14 years of age, and all in Grades IV and V of the public schools. 
he first step was to choose 15 judges who were sufficiently 
familiar with children's work arrl the technicalities of the problem to 
remer intelligent judgments. It was very gratifying to note that not 
one per on who was asked to serve appeared unwilling to do so. 
Before starting to judge the merits of the papers it was necessary 
to make an analysis of the furxlamental points in a simple working drawing 
and to decide definitely what should be taken into consideration in grading 
the fJapers. The following points were selected as being of vital importance: 
1. General am:.earance 
2. Correctness of rectangle 
3. Extension lines - position, length 
8. 
4. Dimension lines - position, length, and parallelism 
5. Arrow-heads - position, shape 
6. Figures - position, smpe 
These are about equal in value and a defect in one item should 
not over-balance correctness in others. It is. the quantity of error 
rather than its specific nature which should count. 
ith the above-mentioned points as a basis for judging, the p~ers 
were to be arranged in seven (7) different piles according to merit. This 
grading served as a starting point for finer grading by later grou s of 
judges. 
The first group of judges consisted of 1 Associate Director, 
3 Assistants (Supervisors l and 11 Teachers. Each was interviewed personally, 
the problem outlined, ani to each a letter of instruction was sent enumerating 
the points to be noted, the arrangement in 7 piles according to merit, and 
enjoining each to work independently without reference to the opinion of 
others. 7hen the papers were arranged the judge was to note on the back 
of each in which pile it had been placed. 
his was a colossal task and occupied abau t three months for its 
ccml_Jlet ion. Some judges worked very rapidly, others more slowly, so that 
the time consumed by each in completing the ratings varied from 2 days to 
one month. 1lith so many samples at hand it was not possible to make com-
parisons between iudiv idual papers except in a general or occasional manner. 
As a result some of the judgments were at variance 'i/ith those the same 
individuals would have rendered had they been making direct comparisons. 
The 15 ratings for each paper were recorded and the average, 
median and standard deviation of each computed. The average and median 
scores soow the central tendency of the ratings. Either is sufficient 
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for this purpose, although the former is the more reliable of the two • 
..t:he standard deviation which is the score statisticians use in preferen ce 
to the average deviation is obtained by squaring the amount of eachd ev ia-
t ion fran the mOO.ian, and extracting the square root of the sum of the 
squares {divided by the number of samples) . verge deviation ( . D. } and 
standard deviation (u . D.) are measures of the variability of judgments. 
~o assist in this extensive computation tables were 1repared; 
the first 1as for use in connection with averages and converted the fourteen 
possible fractions into decimals; the second gave the • D. for each pos-
sible sum of the squares ranging from 1 to 29 . 
~he t&.ble follows but it can be used only wren the number of 
judgments is exactly 15 . 
... . D. for 1 = • 26 
J. • for 2 • .37 
• • for 3 ~ 46 
• D. fo r 4 J: • 52 
J . D. for 5 = .5 
• D. for 6 = . 63 
d . D. for 7 ~ .68 
s . D. for 8 = . 73 
• D. for 9 . 77 
S. D. fo r 10 .;; • 82 
• D. for 11 = . 86 
s . D. for l2 = .89 
!:l. D. for 13 - . 93 
• D. for 14 = • 97 
T I. 
~ . D. for 15 = 1 
• • for 16 • 1.03 
• D. fqr 17 
!:l . D. for 18 
1.06 
1 1 
~. D. for 19 = 1. 13 
• D. for 20 • 1. 15 
D. for 21 • 1.19 
~. D. f r 2 • 1 . 21 
D. for 23 = 1. 24 
s. D for 24 = 1.26 
!:l . D. for 25 = 1. 3 
D. for 26 = 1. 32 
!:l . D. for 27 = 1 . 34 
~ . D. for 28 = 1. 36 
• D. for 29 = 1. 39 
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·~hese com_putat ions sho,-;ed grez.ter diversity of judgments than 
;vas anticip ted, owing robably to the fact that different judges emphasized 
differing elements. In spite of Sfiecific directions to weight all elements 
equally it was necessary in the last analysis to ch..:> ose a deciding factor . 
That this varied "lith the judges is plainly evidenced by their diversity 
of o inion, a fact which \las also brought out in later discussions . It 
'/as also doubtless true that many confused the score number with the rating 
used in scmol. mark of 4 in a 7- step arrangement is the middle valU3, 
while the sarre mark on a 11 ep:Jrt ard 11 means a very low rating. 
~ome educational exverts hold that certain elements in problans 
of canplex t.Jature should carry more weight than others, the difference 
beiP~ based on the greater frequency of error. The greater the frequency, 
the more difficult tie point is considered. Hence a correct 1JI3rformanoe 
is of greater merit or value than the correct verforrnance of a p roblem more 
frequently solved. Jhen the different degrees of difficulty are roperl:,r 
rated in relation to each other then a measure or 1eight may be assigned to 
each .J:IOint, or element. 
To atteiiiJ?t this for our J:lroblem would have required exhaustive 
re earch as to the frequency of misplaced ext ens ion lines canpared with the 
incorrect use of arro heads, or the inaccuracy of measurements comliared 
;vith poor figures. O;iince we were engaged in a .vioneer task such refinements 
of v rocedure could not be atteiDfited. 
time. 
Their value seems dou tf'ul at aey 
ince there were 15 judges, it was possible in averaging to find 
14 ste .s between each unit of measurement, and since there ere 7 units the 
total number of different averages was 91. The distribution is shown by 
Graph 1 {page 11) in which the 91 ratings are reduced to 31. .Oeginning 
with l, the highest, each group of three ratings was considered as one rating, 
I 
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until 7 was reached. This being the lowest possible value - yet of more 
than zero merit ... was allowed to stand as one grwp . 
Graph I s rows the frequencies are higher around the unit markS 
than in the ranks between, indicating that each paper received a majority 
of ratings for one rank. A curve of distribution drawn to touch only the 
highest points adheres clo_sely to nonnal shape though skewed slightly to 
the right. See Graph li (yage 13) Of the 2453 papers only 8 appear 
in the lowest grou_g. and 16 in the highest. 
260 with a rating of 3 and sli@.ltly below. 
The greatest frequency is 
After studying the gra.r;h it seemd vrobable that a sufficient 
number of papers could be obtained first by selecting all those with an 
s. D. of .68, .73, or .77 whlch approximates the ideal condition, and 
then selecting from these. Graph III (page 14) srows the result of the 
first select ion. 
473 samples out of the original 2453 were found to have the 
desired s. D.'s, and this number was to be reduced again for the purposes 
of finer grading. An approximately equal number (10) was desired from 
each of the seven groups. As group 7 contained only 4 papers this shortage 
was maie up by adding 2 more papers to Groups 3, 4, and 5. 
In deciding which papers should be taken frcxn the groups contai.. n-
ing the greatest frequencies, attention was specially paid to finer points 
of general appearance, uniformity of placing, quality of line that would 
reproduce well, and color of the _vaper . It was found possible to satisfy 
all the requirements frcxn the samples with deviations of .68, .73, and .77, 
except in the first group where, for various reasons, several papers with 
smaller deviations, and one with greater, were included. 
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A tabulation of the :ratings of the 70 PIWe:rs chosen follows: 
10 Papers :Median l s. D. •s ra~ing from 0 to .86 
10 Papers Median 2 ) 
J 
12 Papers edian 3 ) 
) 
12 Papers edian 4 ) s . D.'s = .68, or .73, or .77 ) 
l2 Papers Median 5 ) 
) 
10 Papers Median 6 ) 
) 
4 a.};8rs Median 7 ) 
nether set of judges to rate these 70 papers was now chosen, 
consisting of 2 Assistant Directors, 2 Assistants ( 'upervisors), 7 Teacrers 
of awal ... raining, and 4 Grade Teachers In rating the 2453 papers tm 
grading was "coarse" from the circumstances of the case, but with only 'iU 
papers to handle direct canparisons of each paper with others were pes sible. 
Still further to insure finer grading these juiges were asked to eeparate 
the papers into 10 grou~s instead of 7. 
These judgments were recorded, the average, median, aal standard 
deviation of each pape:r canputed, as in the first set of judgments. The 
paper with the highest average (1 .13) varied little from its first average 
of 1.27, while aper #2401 which hal. a 1Jel'fect score from the first set of 
judges, now dropped to second place with an average of 1.4. On the whole 
the . •s ranged considerably higher than in the first rating. 
It was interesting and somewhat significant to note that the 
highest scores were given by an assistant director noted for his mastery of 
the technique of mechanical drawing and whose teaching is almost entirely 
with adults. In both grou~s of judges those ~v.ho gave the lowest scores 
were not those best able to secure fine results from their class-room teaching. 
lG. 
The ratings were carefully studied with a view to further reduc-
ing the number of ~apers for a third rating. 20 papers were decided to 
be the pr~er number and two fran each median were selected. 
only 7 had an s. D. below 1, and the highest reached 1.55. 
Of these 
The following table shows the ratings of the 20 papers selected: 
TABLE II. 
a per edian ~erage • D. 
404 1 1 13 . 37 
2401 1 I. 11- . ~ 
588 2 2. 1.1 
1394 2 2. .89 
397 3 2. 8 .86 
1770 3 3.07 .93 
566 4 3.93 1 06 
325 4 4.13 . 73 
1282 5 4 . 93 1.24 
1202 5 5.33 1.13 
197 6 5.33 1. 21 
17 6 6. 2 1.24 
468 7 6.87 1. 21 
573 7 7.47 1.06 
1097 8 7 .a 1.06 
1112 8 7.8 1.13 
507 9 8 .47 1. 27 
2153 9 8.93 . 86 
377 10 9. 27 1.55 
1109 10 9.4 1.06 
The third set of judges was increased to the number of 20, am 
was made up of 1 Associate Direct or, 2 Assistants (Supervi sora J, 5 
1Iawal Training Teachers, and 12 Grade Teachers. The }:JOints to be 
noted were the sa.rm as in the two previous judg!rents, but the method 
of rating was by direct comrarison, that ia the 20 papers were to be 
arranged in order of .rmrit, so that for every pair of papers one must 
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be adjudged better than the other. The final arrangerrent of the pq> ers 
was to be a sequence of 20 steps . 
Differences between the papers were in some cases very slight, 
and, as previous l y stated , sane judges considered one point of supreme 
importance, while other judges emphasized different points. It is also 
true that to determine 20 points of gradation between the best and poorest 
product of a specified grade requires the recognition of exceedingly fim 
points of difference. It is probable that no individual would arrange 
exact .1¥ the same sequence in three or four different trials, and certain 
it is that tbe opinions of 20 judges vari a:l wid.e4'. To ta.lce these 
diverse opinions and draw from them a logical conclusion required m.oa 
study of the situation. 
ach of the twenty papers had been judged 50 times by fairly 
cc:mpetent judges - a total of 42 individuals. scale resulting from 
these judgments W) uld seem to be fairly representative of average achieve-
ment am of aver&.ge opinion. 
The method of'hlean gradations" assumes that differences which 
ap e equal to the average or ma:lian of many judges are equal. An 
ad2ptation of this method was u ~ed to determine a scale In arranging 
the samples in a sequence of merit they were numbered respectively from 
1 to 20 by each judge. Therefore if Sample A were placed first by every 
one of the 20 judges the sum of its scores would be 20; similarly if 
18. 
'ample X were placed in the lowest rank by every one of the 20 judges the 
sum of its scores would be 400. AS a matter of fact the actual range c1 
scores was from 39 to 390 - a greater deviation at the top than at the 
bottom. 
The best paper d jd not rep resent perfect ion nor the poorest paper 
zero . But whatever number of papers might be cbos.en to constitute a scale 
it as vitally essential that the differences between the several steps 
s mu lrl be a ppr ox imat ely equa 1. 
The fact that the lowest score was exactly 10 times the highest 
score - 39 - suggested the use of 39 and its multiples to measure the 
differences between the several summated scores. The 20 pa p3 rs were 
reduced to 10 by the process, with the restllt mown bela~: 
'.J.'A.Bl.E III . 
ldentificat ion 'um.mated Variation from 
lumber 5cores 'u 1 t ip 1 e of 3 9 
2401 39 0 from 1 x 39 
1394 85 7 from 2 x 39 
1770 116 1 from 3 x 39 
566 153 3 from 4 X 39 
1282 210 15 from 5 X 39 
197 213 21 from 6 X 39 
17 270 3 fran 7 X 39 
468 313 1 from 8 X 39 
507 351 0 from 9 X 39 
377 390 0 from lOx 39 
19. 
The correspondence between the exact multiples of: 39 and the sxm-
mated scores most nearly corresponding thereto was so remr.kab}¥ close that 
the exferiment was considered satisfactory without further trial 
A further reduction to a 5- step scale was desired. The pupils 
of the elementary schools are accustomed to 5 ranks, to them such ratings 
are already intelligible, and the differences between each step are recog-
nizable. A gradient v.h..ich m nsists of a middle value representing an 
average achievement with two ral:l."tts superior to. it ani two inferior appeals 
alike to the teacher and the child. To ccmplete tm process of reducirg 
the 10- step scale to a 5- step scale it was only necessary to take alter m te 
papers beginning with the highest. The l o\'test paper was eliminated as 
being too poor. 
scores as follows: 
4f Pap:lr 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
The final scale was composed of 5 lJapers Vlith summated 
Score 
39 
116 
210 
270 
351 
Co rres rond ing Multiple 
l X 39 • 39 
3 X 39 : 117 
5 X 39 = 195 
7 X 39 : 273 
9 X 39 = 351 
It is to be noted that the middle value shows the only variation 
of any amount from exact multiples of 39. 
The scale was now ready to be reproduced for distribution. A 
line drawing is definite and can be distinctly seen , making it most desirable 
for our lJUrpose. The difficulty lay in the fact that all our sanples were 
drawn with pencil on gray paiSr, a combinat ion which did not furnish suffi-
cient contrast to secure a line plate. 
The process of photographing a.cd repr oiucing in half-tones is 
more expensive, and it was not anticipated that results would pr ave as 
satisfactory as a line drawing. l evertheless the experiment was tried 
with professional J!hotographers to do tre w:>rk. he reflections from 
the surface of the pap:~r and the apparent inequalities of the lines male 
photographs utterly worthless for the purpose. 
last an expert draftsman was found Who stated that he crold 
20. 
trace the drawings exactly on white !Japer. He was carefully warned that 
no improvements or corrections were permissible and that tbe tracing lilUS t 
du.plieate the original in every detail. When his ~rk was com leted it was 
minute :cy examined by several expert judges wbo pronounced it correct in every 
detail. 
co per plate was made from this tracing and scales wi 11 be printed 
for use in the schools, subject to the pro er approval. The Scale wi 11 be 
ace amp~nied by a set of Direct ions arranged under tm followi. ng headings: 
1. . Com os it ion of Scale 
2. Value of the Jocale 
3. Reasons for choosing .ectar.gle. 
4. Rating other Fonns by this cale 
5. How the Jcale was obtained 
6. Factors in Execution 
7. now t o u se the ca le 
e. tandards of cccmplishment 
In the meantime the interest in the use of a scale has become 
general. All teachers have haD one or more scales constructed as best they 
could from the samples of work produced by their own classes. ·,Jhile such 
scales are not scientific in their origin they yet serve a most excellent 
practical purpose. hey are hung as wall charts and the pupils rate treir 
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own p~pers by c cxnl!aris on with the posted scale . 
~he boys d isplay a surprising amount of discrimination in m ... king 
their judgments and are often more critical than the te achers . he f ct 
that a boy discovers for himself that there is a degree of excellence to 
~hich he has not yet attained is a far greater incentive to effort than 
any amount of criticism frcxn his instructor, and 1hen he ccxnprehends w· ·t 
he needs to ccxnpete successfully with his fello•vs, he is usuall~T ready, in 
his own veruacular, "to go after it' ' 
V. Further Investigations. 
In o Ider to verify the decisions already m:;de it w s decided to 
have the 20 apers jude-ed once more by a fourth set of judges, oompcsed 
of 25 individuals, 1 ssista.ntDirector, 2 'anual Training~eachers, 18 
Grade Teach~rs and 4 Student eachers. 
~he r apers were to be laced in se uence as in the receding judg-
ment, nd the oilier of each sequence was recorded . The l!l!thod of determin-
ing which rapers sh ould be used to form a. 10-step scale was entirely different 
from the method of "mean gra.dat ions" already described . 
~he method used for securing too second scalf' !las th t of ''bettei 
and poorer''. This requires a com osite se.uence basad un all previous 
·udgments, \lith each unit in the seqence collectively rated romew" t higher 
than the f llor~ing unit. 1ing to the great v riability in judgments too 
decision of one grcu of judges often reversed that of tm previous group, 
so t at the ultimate se · ence could only be e s ted . ... articular difficulty 
\Vas ex.P erienced v1ith the pa.l:'ers near the extremes. It 11as onl~r after much 
ex erimenting that too final sequence 1a.s obtained . he computctions for 
each serie of judgments was then made to accord ith this sequence. 
22. 
Since the first set of judges had all the papers to rate it was 
manifestly impossible to compare each paper with all the others. Two 
papers in "coarse grading" of this type might be placed in the same pile 
while if directly compared with each other one would be found to hawe con-
siderable superiority. The f"irst set of judgments upon the 20 papers was 
now studiei to see how far this held true. 
It was fouai that 
Paper 2401 was judged better than 404 by 20'fo of' 15 judges 
Paper 404 was judged better than 588 by 4o% of 15 judges 
Paper 588 was judged better than 1394 by 6.7% of 15 judges, etc. 
t the sa!ll3 time 
I-a per 2401 was judged equal to 404 by 8~ of 15 judges 
Paper 404 was judged equal to 568 by 53.3fo of 15 judges 
Paper 588 was judged equal to 1394 by 53.3% of 15 judges, 
and Papa r 2401 was judged poorer than 404 by O% of 15 judges 
Paper 404 was judged poorer than 588 by 6.7% of 15 judges 
Pal,)3r 588 was judged poorer than 1394 by 40(~ of 15 judges. 
complete tabllation of these judgments is shmm in Table I'l (page 23). 
he quest ion arose, "How would the judgments that rated the pSf!ers 
as equal have been rendered had it been required to decide between them?" 
It seems logical to assume that x is as likely to be considered 
one step better than y as one step oorer arxl vice versa. Hence the "equal" 
judgments were equally divided bet •een "better" and "poorer" with results 
sb:r\'1:1 in Column 4 of Table IV. Another assumption which on second thought 
seems to carry more weight is that the "equal" judgments might proper 1y be 
divided pro ortionally between "better'' and "poorer". This is also shown 
in Table IV. As a final measure, a compromise was effected by av~raging the 
percents of better jud.@nents found by equally dividing the ''equals'' between 
the ''better'' and the "poorer'' with those found· by proportionally dividing the 
"equals'' between the "better" and the ''poorer 11 • The percentage of "better" 
judgments itrlicated by the compromise was accepted as final and used in later 
computations. 
23. 
TABlE IV. 
The percentage of 11better", ''worse", and "equal" judgments made by 
the first set of judges upon 20 vapers, and the manner of dividing the ''equal" 
judgments properly between ''better11 and "worse". Each paper is ccmpared 
with the one next below. Thus, Paper :fj:2401 was judged better than Paper f/:404 
by 20~ of l5 judges, and poorer by o. It was judged equal to it by 8~. 
'ilhen the "equals" were divided equally between the "better" and 'worse" judg-
ments it was judged better by 60jo of 15 judges, and when they were divided 
proportionally it was judged better by 10~~. A compromise between these 
methods of division gives eo% of better judgments. 
Identi- owhen Eqll!al %when Eq ua 1 
%when Compranise 
is made between 
ficat ion %Better %Equal o'Poorer are divided are divided equally and 
Numbers Judgments Judgments Judgments egually proportionall~ proportionally 
2401 20 80 60 100 80 
404 40 53 3 6.7 66.7 85 . 69 76.4 
58·8 6 7 53.3 40 33 .4 52.38 42.89 
1394 93.3 6.7 96.66 100 98.33 
397 20 63.3 26.7 46.7 76.14 61.42 
1770 60 33.3 6.7 76.66 90 83.32 
326 6 7 60 33.3 36.70 66.7 46.7 
666 46.7 40 13.3 66.7 77.78 82.24 
1282 46.7 40 13.3 66.7 77.78 82.24 
1202 46.7 63.3 73 .35 100 86.65 
197 20 73.3 6.7 56.65 74 . 96 65 .eo 
17 53.3 40 6. 7 73.3 86.8 81 
573 13.3 46 7 40 36.65 44.5 40.5 
1097 26.7 60 l3.3 56.7 66.7 61.7 
468 13.3 53.3 33.3 40 28.52 34.26 
1112 20 66.7 13.3 53.35 60 . 62 56.98 
507 86.7 13 . 3 93 . 35 100 96.65 
1109 26.7 60 13 3 56.7 66.7 61.7 
377 53.3 33.3 13.3 70 77.26 73.63 
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... he second set of judgments was tabulated in like muoner 
and the results shown in Table V. 
The percentage f "better", "worse'' .s..d "eqU&.l" judgments 
male by the second set of judges u on 20 papers. (i;;»ee Table IV). 
Identi-
fication 
Uumber 
2401 
404 
588 
1394 
397 
1770 
325 
566 
1282 
1202 
197 
17 
573 
1097 
468 
1112 
507 
1109 
377 
;.)Better 1» J:.qua 1 p oorer 
Judgments Judgments Judgments 
13 3+ 53.3+ 33. 3+ 
60 40 
60 33.3 6.7 
73 . 3 13 .. 3 13.3 
80 6. 7 13. 3 
80 13.3 6.7 
26 . 7 33 3 40 
60 13.3 
60 6. 7 33.3 
40 13.3 46.7 
66.7- 2u.7- 6.7-
73.3 20 6.7 
46.7- 26.7- 26.7-
13.3 20 66.7 
60 20 20 
60 13.3 26.7 
66.7 20 13.3 
20 60 20 
20 26.7 53 . 3 
~when qual Jbi'<hen ua1 
re div ited are divided 
equally proportion~lly 
40 28 . 52 
80 100 
76.7 90.03 
80 84.52 
83.35 65.73 
86.7 92.24 
43.35 37.6 
73.35 81.67 
63.35 64.32 
46 . 65 46.12 
60 90 
83.3 90 
60.05 63.71 
23.3 16.63 
70 73.32 
66 . 7 69 18 
76.7 83.36 
50 50 
33. 35 27 . 29 
{~When Com pro mis-e 
i .. made between 
equally m d 
proportionally 
34.26 
90 
83.37 
82.26 
84.54 
89.47 
40.58 
77.61 
63.83 
46.38 
85 
86.65 
61 .88 
24 97 
72.61 
67.94 
eo.o3 
50 
30.32 
25 . 
t.~ince the third and fourth sets of judgments ler made by dh-ect 
can arisen resulting in a sequence of samples there were no "equal" 
judgments. The number of times each sample was jtrlged better than the 
next below it .vas t ran smut ed into ercen ts. b le V (page 26) shows 
the 1-ercent of .. better" judgments for e ch sample in each of the four sets 
of ·udgrnents, tmse for tbe first tvo being tm compromise bet een dividi.rg 
the ''ey_ual'' judgments equally and proportionally . 
o say that one sa le is better than another gives no ide of 
the amount of difference bet ¥een them. m~ be only slightly better than 
y or it may be far s · erior to it. unit for measuring tm amount of 
difference must be found in order to determine the gradations of the 
scale. hornd ike has assumed such a unit which he calls ~ based on a 25 
and 75 p eroent ile . lf in comparing two samples it is fo.ur1d that x is 
considered better than y by 75jo of the judges, wh..ile 25;; of the judges 
consider y sur.erior to x the amount of difference between the t'o eqtJ<als 1 
unit. ·iss ·urdockdesignates this unit, "K''• 
omparatively few samples are judged exactJ.¥ on a 75- 25;o basis 
and percents of difference must be computed. Thorndike publiShes a table 
on age 228 of !.iental and ocial • easuremeots, edit ion of 1919, which gives 
the value fore ch percent of "better" judgments from 5lyo to 99.75/o• If 
the judgments are equally divided SJ that the l.ercents are 50-50 the value 
of the difference i 0. If t the other extreme the papers are rated 100-0 
there is no determinable value since the amount of difference by which x 
exceeds y may be large or small. I ~ne values range fran . 037 for 511o of 
''better" judgments, through l for 75/-> to 4 166 for 99.751; of ''better" julgments. 
~horodike's table was used to determine the amount of difference 
by rlhich each sample is superior to the next, for each of the four series of 
judgments. The results are shown in Table VII (page 27) . 
26 . 
'i'Aa VI. 
Jercent of better judgments for each of 4 sets . 
Identification 
Numbers I II III IV 
2401 80 34 .26 85 80 
404 76 . 4 90 35 36 
588 42 .. 89 83.37 75 48 
1394 98 . 33 82.26 60 76 
397 61 . 42 84.54 60 40 
1770 83 . 32 89 . 47 70 84 
325 46 . 7 40 . 58 6D 72 
566 82 . 24 77.61 60 68 
1282 82.24 63.83 55 64 
1202 86.65 46 . 38 60 36 
197 65 .80 85 85 92 
17 81 86 . 65 60 44 
573 40.5 61.88 55 76 
1097 61.7 24.97 65 64 
468 34. 26 72.61 45 80 
1112 56 .. 98 67 .. 94 70 68 
507 96.65 80 . 03 75 80 
1109 61.7 50 55 44 
377 73 . 63 30. 32 45 56 
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TABLE VII. 
"K'' Va Ju es of ecch :_) a per according to four sets of judges. 
K :. difference in mez:i t, in favor of the first of each successive .P ir 
vr.t._:._ ~h is no ted by 75/.- of the judges concerned . 
· aper ~2401 ia more than 1K better than aper ~.1:404 according 
to the first, third and fourth sets of judges , but poorer a.ccordi .cg to 
the second set of judges , etc. 
Id ent if ica t ion coro ing to According to ccording to A.cco:ro ing to 
1\uobers 1st set 2nd set 3rd set 4th set 
2401 1.246 .... 571 1 . 536 1.246 
404 1.046 1 . 900 -. 571 -.532 
588 -.262 1. 412 1. .... 074 
1394 3 . 045 1.355 . 376 1.046 
397 . 414 1.536 . 376 .... 376 
1770 1 . 355 1.818 . 778 1 . 472 
325 -.112 -~337 . 376 . 865 
566 1. 355 1. 143 . 376 . 694 
1.282 1.355 . 532 .186 . 532 
1202 1.670 .... 149 . 376 -.532 
197 . 612 1 . 536 1.536 2 083 
17 1.3 1 . 670 . 376 -. 224 
573 -. 337 . 453 .186 1.046 
1097 • 463 -1 • . 571 . 532 
468 -. 612 . 909 .... 224 1.246 
1112 .2~ . 694 .778 . 694 
507 2 .. 790 1.246 1. 1.246 
1109 .453 0 .186 -.224 
377 . 954 -.778 -.186 . 224 
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he variability of judgmon ts h~ already been em has ized and due 
to this. cause it happens th t in every sequence except the fin 1 one or more 
pa ers are judged bet t e r than the fo.llowing pB{Jer by less thc.n 507~ o:f the 
judges, that is its K value is a minus quantity . !:Juch values are rec coned 
back\'V.:l.rd fran 50 so that 4916 of "better" judgments equals -5lj~ , 42jh of 
"better" judgments equals ... 58 o, 38-;o of '' better" judgments ec;.uals - 62f.,. 
The ~ext step is to determine a value for each s~ le . This is 
found by starting \iiith the "K" of the l owest sam le and adding the incre-
ments of difference between each sam le and the one next bove it . The 
values for each sa le according to each of the frur judg.'nents are found 
in Tables Vlll {page 9 } and IX page 30 ) 
composite of these values must be obtain9i as a final va.lt<e for 
each paper . '.C o t his end, the values obtained from the judgments of the 
first two sets of judges were averaged as shown in rable VIII, at1d those 
obtai ned from the l a.st two were averaged as shown in Table IX.. 
ble ( Jage 31) shows the final value obtained by conbimn.; 
the two aver~ges. It should be no ted that these final values form a series 
of gradations, v ith each value greater than the one below it . 
T!1e proble!!l now was to select ten l!apers with tr-__ differences 
betW3'3n thai:· f.::..ne.l values as nearly equa 1 as possible. The great superi-
ority of samples 1394, 1770, 197, and 507, each over its immediate successor 
m~Ie an even e.istrib.ltion more difficult tmn it would otherwise have been. 
Table X also shows which .fi.l::. ers were cru...sen for the 10- step scale nd the 
... Irounts of difference between each ... ir. 
29 . 
Ai>l£ V II. 
The aroounts of value for each of" 20 p .... ers according to the first 
and seoond sets of judees • found by adding successive amounts of d ifference 
fran the lo .. Jest up, and the average between the tw:l sets • 
ldent ification .d.C CO rd ing t 0 .ti.CCording to Average of 1st 
rumbers lst set 2nd set ana_ 2nd sets 
2401 16.987 13.369 15 178 
404 15 . 741 13. 940 14 840 
588 14.695 12 040 13 358 
1394 14.957 10 . 628 12 . 793 
397 11 . 912 9 . 273 10.593 
1770 11 . 498 7. 737 9 . 6lS 
325 10.143 5 919 8 . 04 
566 10.255 6 .. 256 8.256 
1282 8. 9 5 .113 7. 007 
1202 7.545 4 . 581 6 . 063 
197 5.875 4 . 73 5 . 303 
17 5 . 263 3 . 194 4 . 229 
673 3 . 963 1.524 2.744 
1097 4 . 300 1.071 2. 686 
468 3. 847 2 . 071 2.959 
1112 4 . 459 1.162 2 . 810 
507 4.197 .. 468 2 . 333 
1109 1 . 407 -. 778 . 315 
377 .954 .-.778 . 088 
2l53 
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TAB I • 
The amounts of value for each of 20 papers according to the 
third and frurth sets of judges, found by adding successive amunts of 
difference fr em the lmest upt and the average beti'/een the t\\'0 sets. 
ldentif ication According to coo rd ing to .... verc.ge of 3rd 
fw!lbers 3rd set 4th set and 4th sets 
2401 9 . 032 10. 964 9 . 998 
404: 7.496 9 . 718 8 . 607 
588 8 . 067 10 .. 25 9 . 159 
1394 7. 067 10 . 324 8 696 
397 6. 691 9 . 278 7 . 985 
1770 6.315 9 . 654 7. 985 
325 5 . 537 8. 182 6. 859 
566 5 . 161 7. 317 6. 239 
1282 4 .. 785 6. 623 5.704 
1202 4 . 599 6. 091 5 . 345 
197 4 . 223 6 .. 623 5 . 423 
17 2 687 4 . 540 3 . 614 
573 2 . 311 4 . 764 3 . 536 
1097 . 125 3. 7l8 2. 922 
468 1 . 554 3 .. 186 2 .. 370 
lll2 1 778 1 . 940 1 . 859 
507 l. 1 . 246 1 . 123 
1109 0 0 0 
377 -. 186 224 . 038 
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T LE X. 
Value of each paper found by combining the average of the first 
and s eco11d judgments with the average of the third and fcurth judgments; 
the arrnunt by whl ch each sample exceeds the next below; the values of the 
papers chosen for the 10-step scale; and the differences in value between 
the samples composing the scale. 
!dent i-
ficat ion 
Numbers 
2401 
404 
588 
1394 
397 
1770 
325 
566 
1282 
1202 
197 
17 
573 
1097 
468 
1112 
507 
1109 
377 
2153 
:verage of 1st 
two ccmbined 
dth 2nd two 
12.583 
ll. 738 
11.264 
10.744 
9.289 
8 801 
7.445 
7.247 
5.704 
5.363 
3.922 
3.14 
2.665 
2.335 
1.728 
.158"' 
. 063 
Amount by v.hich 
each sample ex-
ceeds next below 
.845 
.474 
.520 
1.455 
. 488 
1.356 
.198 
.892 
.651 
.341 
1 441 
.782 
.336 
.139 
,330 
.607 
1.570 
.095 
Values of sam-
ples chosen for 
10- step scale 
12 583 
10.744 
9 .. 289 
7.445 
6.355 
5.363 
3 922 
2 . 804 
1.728 
.158 
Differe11ces 
between steps 
of scale 
1.839 
1.455 
1.844 
1.090 
.992 
1.441 
1.118 
1.076 
1.570 
32. 
When the samples for the 10-step scale were sel acted and no bet-
ter adjustment seemed possible, their identity was then oompared with tb3 
samples cboseJl by the first metood , that of "mean gradation". The results 
are shown in Table xi. It will be noted that 6 out of 10 are identical, 
the 4 which differ are only one step apart in the final scale of values, 
and the amounts by which they differ are very small. Of the 5 papers 
which compose the first scale four appear in the second scale. Thus each 
method roves a check upon the other and the similarity in .results indicates 
the reliability of both methods . 
TAB XI. 
Com a:ris ons of results obtained by two widely varying methods 
of select ion. 
a._pers chosen By "right 
by "mean gradation". and wrong" 
*1. 2401 2401 
2. 1394 1394 
*3. 1770 397 
4. 566 326 
*5. 1282 1282 
6. 197 197 
*7. 17 17 
a .. 468 1097 
*9. 507 507 
~ 
. 10. 377 1109 
* ;;; apers in original 6-step scale. 
Difference in 
f lnal "va lll es" 
.438 
.198 
.139 
.095 
The 10-step scale is here appended although its immediate use in 
the class-room is not conteiiJ>lated for the reasons revious1y stated in con-
nection with the 5-step scale 
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Summary. 
The genera 1 ttent ion accorded standardized tests and scales and 
a sincere belief in their efficacy lai to the construction of a graded scale 
of dimensioned rectangles for use in Grades IV and V of the Bast on Publm 
5chools . Preliminary trials in constructing scales and teaching their use 
in the class- room inspired an interest among teachers and pupils before the 
scientifically arranged scale was begun . 
In the fall of 1923 the teachers in Grades IV and V were instructed 
to give the necessary drills to their classes on the correct method of con-
structing and dimensioning a rectangle. These drills were to be followed 
by a test, to d the results sent to the ce.t:ltral office of the Departr.~ent of 
amal Arts not later than ovember 15. 
First Urading. om the yapers sent in 2453 were used for the 
:first grading. group of 7 judges eacn acting inde);:endently of the otrers 
arraoged the r,apers in 7 yiles according to merit. The severa 1 ratings of 
each aper were recorded and the standard deviation frcm t m medi n computed 
:for each. 70 p pers (approxim te]¥ 10 from each g rCJ.lp) with smll and 
nearly uniform deviations were then selected for a second rating • 
.Jecond Rating. new coterie of 15 judges was selected who 
res actively arranged the a ers in 10 grou s ccot>f ing to merit. he 
several ratings of each paper were recorded and the standard deviations com-
pu ted as before. wenty papers (ap roximate.l¥ 2 fran e ch group) were then 
selected for a third rating. 
Third Rating. Still a thixd set of judges - this tir.le twenty -
1as selected. By them the t ,venty ya ers were graded, not in gr cups, but 
in a sequence. .i'aking the sums of the resultant ratings as a basis for 
computation, the highest ;ossible rating was 20, nd the lowest 400. Tne 
actua 1 range was from 39 to 390. 
34. 
educt ion to 5 step • A 2 step scale is not comprehensible to 
a child nor usefUl to the average teaCher. Therefore, it was deemed ad-
visab le to reduce the number of steps to five, so that differences might 
be more readily observed, and oust omary methods of rating followed. 
o select 5 papers whiCh covered the range and at the same t i!re 
d isplayed uniform distances between their values was a matter for experi-
mentation. Since 39 was the highest rating a.nd 390 (10 x 39) the lowest, 
the experiment was made of us·ing the multiples of 39 to discover ho v close :cy 
the summated values of the several papers corresponded thereto. The car-
respondence ~roved remarkably close and the experiment was considered satis-
factory without further trial. 
ram these 10 papers alternate papers beginning with the first 
were taken to form a 5-step scale . The ratings of the five papers were as 
follows: 
1 ,: 39 
:if 2 - 116 .... 
ff 3 :; 210 
if 4 = 270 
t 5 = 351 
(39 = l X 39} 
(117 = 3 X 39J 
(195 : 5 X 39) 
(273 ; 7 X 39) 
(351 : 9 X 39) 
! ote that the middle value shows the only considerable variation fran exact 
multiples of 39 . 
This scale is to be used to standardize the rating of tests. 
Fourth Rating. In order to verify the resu l t s of the first selec-
tion it was decided to have the samples judged by one more set of judges, this 
time 25 in number. The process was like tnat pursued by the third set of 
judges, that is, the papers were arranged by each in a. sequence of 20. The 
ratings were reco roed as before and similar computations m<.de concerning than. 
The next procedure was to consolidate the various ratings into 
a sequence of composite ratings, in which the final value of each paper 
should exceed the final value of the ,I8per next below it. 
35. 
In the first two series of judgments s orne of these 20 papers had 
been put in the same pile that others ha:i, thus receiving an equal rating. 
The first problem was to distribute these ''equal'' ratings so that "better" 
or "poorer'' would predominate. Table IV. s bows how they were first dis-
tributed equally between 11bet.ter" and ''poorer", ·then proportionally, am 
finally the compromise rating which was obtained by averaging the two. 
The same process was followed with the second series of judgments. 
The third and fwrth series contained no "equal" judgments and it 
was only necessary to convert the number of "better" judgments into percents. 
Having found the correct sequence of ratings and noted the percent 
of judges who assigned a value of "better" to each paper, it was assent ial 
to determine the aoount of difference which created the greater value. 
Thorndike has assumed a unit of difference based on a 75-25 percentile, 
i. e., if 75% of the judges decide that z is better than y, while the other 
25% reverse the decision, the amount of superiority is one unit. 
Murdock calls this unit K. 
Miss 
Few samples are exactly so judged and values must be assigned to 
the variations from this unit. In "Mental and Social Measurements" (Edit ion 
of 1919}, Thorndike publishes a scale giving percents of difference. Thia 
table was used to assign "K values" to each sample for each of the four series 
of judgments • A summated value was obtained for each sample, by beginning 
at the lo~st value in each series, aal adding to each successive value the 
increments of difference. 
36. 
When the values for each of the papers were obtainai for each of 
the four series of judgments, the next step was to combine all the values 
in one sequence. The values of the first two series were oombinai, and 
trose of the second two series, then these combinai ratings were averaged 
to secure a final value for each paper. 
From this final rating 10 papers were selected to form a 10-step 
scale. Theoretically the steps in a scale should be uniformly spaced. 
These values were studied to determine how nearly uniformity could be ap-
preached. The great difference by which a few samples exceeded in value 
the sample next below was a serious handicap. 
the ultimate decision: 
Papers chosen by Papers chosen by 
first method second method 
2401 2401 
1394 1394 
1770 397 
566 325 
1282 1282 
197 197 
17 17 
468 1097 
507 507 
377 1109 
The following table shows 
Differences in 
final values 
.438 
.198 
.139 
.095 
A comparison of the units in this scale with the 10 units selected 
upon the basis of multiples of 39 shows that 6 are identical, and the 4 ~ich 
differ are only one step apart in the final scale of values. Thus each 
method proves a measure of the reliability of the other. 
